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Executive Summary 
The National Basketball Association (NBA) draft is the primary gateway for young athletes to 
move on to the professional and to the elite levels of basketball. All college and 
international players worthy of transitioning to the next level of play dream of being the 
number one draft pick or even a lottery pick for one of the 30 NBA franchises.  

This project looks at how each pick in the first round of the draft is used by each team, and 
how a prospect can look to be for a team given previous players statistics, number drafted, 
and team drafted to.  

Who would be interested in this data and could use it in the future? The NBA General 
Managers (GMs) would be! The NBA is a multi-billion-dollar industry made up of 30 teams, 
with two divisions and 15 teams per division. The difference between being a good GM and 
a bad can come down to who you draft, what trades you make and of course what staff you 
need to bring in. 

 

1.0 Introduction 
1.1. Background 
The National Basketball Association is the most watched sport of different cultures in 
the United States, with roughly 47% of African Americans watching the play offs in 2017 
with an average of 17 million fans watching. Along with this, the players are considered 
to be the best paid athletes by average annual salary per player. With this much money 
invested into the league as a whole, why is there not a bigger influence on scouting for 
the future of the sport?  
 
The NBA draft consists of 2 rounds of 30 picks, one first and one second round pick for 
all 30 teams in the NBA. All teams are able to trade their picks in order to move up or 
down in the draft and or to trade for a player. This can allow for all 30 teams to improve 
and reinforce their side.  
 
For NBA teams, the draft can be a part to turn a team’s future around, or to acquire 
more assets for the future or contend for a championship. For a player to register for the 
draft, must meet these conditions. For North American prospects, complete 1 year of 
college and be at least 19 years old, and for international players, either need to be 22 
years old in the season or have played for a professional team outside of the NBA. Or a 
new rule introduced in the last two years, a player can sign for a G-League team, or 
minor league for NBA teams to develop young players.  
 
With 2020 and covid being so prevalent, there was no college basketball in March, which 
is the best time for scouts to see the top prospects, which caused some players to go 
under rated and fall in the draft. With an NBA team needing to select the right player to 
turn their future around, the 2021 Draft is looking to be extremely important for many 
teams and players.  
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1.2. Aims 
The goal of this project is to try and predict a new player’s career entering the NBA draft, 
from being a superstar, a starter, bench player or a bust. This figure below will show a 
player’s possible career path in the year 2021 and onwards.  

 
Figure 1: Path on an NBA players career path 
 
For the 2021 NBA draft I hope to see if any generational player be drafted late or earlier 
than expected? Will a generational talent be picked that was overlooked by other 
teams? Will teams make the right choice in the draft based on where a team is picking? 
All these questions are to be answered but with the help of this project, I hope to be 
able to predict how good a player will be in the future, depending on what team the 
player was selected to, and what position/number in the draft the player was picked, 
compared to previous people at their team and position, for example, if the Cleveland 
Cavaliers get the no.1 pick based over the last 20 years, they have a 50% chance of 
drafting a bust or a generational talent.  
 
I will create a machine learning program to look at other players drafted at the same 
number, position within 4 picks and to try predict a players rookie number and will look 
to develop it further to predict their career paths. This will not be 100% accurate 
however as there are certain players who have exceeded their expected output. For 
instance, players such as Michael Jordan and LeBron James were considered the best 
players in the NBA even at 36 years of age, while most players at 36 years old would be 
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on the verge of ending their careers. I will also look at which player is considered the 
best player from all 60 picks and undrafted players.  
 

1.3. Technology 
For this project RStudio will be used for both R and Python. RStudio is an open source 
development environment for programming data languages. Python will be used as the 
main coding languages for the project.  

Visual Studio Code will be used for Python on the averaging algorithm. 

 

1.4. Structure 
At the start of the document, I will give a brief introduction, followed by an explanation 
to what the NBA draft is and how it is used. After this I will explain the reasoning behind 
choosing this project and why it needs to be addressed.  

When this is explained, I will talk about the data I got, using and where I sourced the 
data from, followed by how I cleaned up the data to be processed and see the results 
along with code snippets in to help explain to those who are not familiar with how the 
data works or to get a better understanding of the data.  

Following this I will show my analysis of the work I produced, why I chose certain 
approaches and decisions and why these methods worked for my project.  Afterwards, 
the results of my findings will be shown along with tables, figures and more to help 
clarify any unclear information. Along with my results, I will also give my conclusions and 
further development and research that can be made on this project, such as if more can 
be done in the future to give a more accurate representation of a player’s stats and 
career.  

 

2.0 Data 
While researching for the data online I came across the website “Basketball-reference.com” 
which had details about every single player to play basketball, from what year they were 
drafted, what pick and round they were selected in, what team they played for and even the 
stats of every season and game ever played. Looking through the website I found lots of 
details on these players I could look at and use but found they didn’t have their own dataset 
readily available to the public. That’s when I went onto “Kaggle.com” and searched up “NBA 
draft” to find datasets on the players and to try find data as good as what Basketball 
reference had. 

I discovered two different datasets on the data I needed but some of the data was a missing 
on one of the datasets and was removed from consideration. The first including all seasons 
which included the players’ names, team played for, age, college attended, year drafted 
along with which pick and round, games played, points scored, assists, and rebounds, along 
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with net rating which is a number used to determine how impactful a player is for his team 
in any given season. [1] 

The second dataset looked at but was eventually dropped, was only until 2015 draft but 
included the win share per player, per year. Win share is defined as “a player statistic which 
attempts to divvy up credit for team success to the individuals on the team…the important 
things to note are that it is calculated using player, team and league-wide statistics and the 
sum of player win shares on a given team will be roughly equal to that team’s win total for 
the season”. [2]  The higher a players win share is, the more the player contributed to the 
teams wins.  

The reason for these selections was for the machine learning to look at the team a player 
played for and to try find an estimate of a player’s stats for a season after being drafted. 
This may also be further developed to predict a player’s career averages as long as the 
player is not injured.  

 
Figure 2: A plot of all the statistics and their expected averages and outliers 

 

3.0 Methodology 
The methodology used for this study was the KDD (Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining) 
approach. The KDD approach is used by researchers when using machine learning or 
artificial intelligence or even looking at databases and many more domains. The KDD follows 
a series of process from data selection to interpretation and evaluation. The KDD method 
allows for a step-by-step approach to turning the data you have into the knowledge desired; 
this can be seen in figure 2 below.  

It is important to have a deep understanding of the applications domain which is being 
studied along with the goals of the study before selecting and proceeding to use the KDD 
process.  
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Figure 3: KDD Methodology approach. [3] 

 

3.1 Data Selection 
The first part of the KDD process is the data selection, where this step has the KDD target 
the datasets of the study. For this instance, data was required on the NBA draft and the NBA 
in order to accomplish the desired objective of this dataset.  

The datasets selected for this project was taken from Kaggle, as previously mentioned, and 
cross referenced with the “Basketball-reference” website, which both contained details of 
the NBA and the NBA draft. This also allowed for combination of the datasets at certain 
points, as they contained similar data, but all datasets were not containing the same data. 
By combining two parts of a dataset for instance, the user would be able to have the player 
drafted numbers along with the position they played.  

 

3.2 Pre-processing 
The pre-processing or data cleaning section of the methodology involves the techniques of 
sorting the data into a more readable section. These techniques include but are not limited 
to dealing with outliers, missing data and accounting for noise in the data.  
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For this project, there was 3 different approaches I could have used to deal with outliers, 
and then there was the method of cleaning the data which was chosen as well. For the 
outliers, the options were to drop the record of the player who only played some games 
every season, drop the record of players under a career number of games or simply remove 
the outliers entirely. All of these options have their own pros and cons, for option one, 
there’s a chance we drop some the career of a plyer who had a decent career, but because 
of injuries after 1 or 2 games, didn’t play for the rest of the year. This could affect stats later 
in the data. The second option, the deflated stats will be kept and would affect the final 
calculations. And the final option is more even on its approach but can be considered the 
best option. For the approach I decided to discard the players who averaged less than 3 
games for their career and for any season.  

 
Figure 4: An example of player who had a high net rating but only played 1 game 

 

Following all of this, done on both datasets, allowed for these datasets to be merged into 
one dataset, which in turn allowed for machine learning algorithms to be used much more 
effectively.  
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3.3 Transformation 
The transformation process entails the reduction of data along with the projection of the 
data; depending on the purpose of the research, this may include statistical or visual 
representation of the data. 

 The combined data was subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine 
whether there was a possible link between variables. Exploratory analysis of both the 
datasets was carried out using data visualization. 

An example of PCA being used was for the players not drafted or over pick 60, they were 
turned into pick 61 for easier analysis purposes. The dataset also contains all of the player 
records from the 1996 season, and we can’t include all players in the dataset as some 
players drafted before 1996 would have most of their stats off weight and could largely 
affect the accuracy of the draft analysis and players accomplishments. This is also 
unfortunate as we miss out on some great players stats, such as the great Michael Jordan 
and Shaquille O’Neil. Therefore we would need to discard all players drafted before 1995.  

 
Figure 5: The total draft years before PCA 

 

3.4 Data Mining 
The selection of relevant machine learning algorithms for use on the modified dataset is 
part of the data mining process. This process also includes selecting parameters from the 
dataset that would be used in the machine learning model, as well as analysing for and 
identifying patterns and relationships in the data. To meet the report's objectives regression 
were applied. The way of using regression in Python is by the NumPy function which allows 
for many different high performance usages of single and multi-regression. There were 3 
different graphs created using regression, these were points, rebounds and assists at 
number drafted. These results can be seen below. 
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Figures 6: Points scored per draft pick (count 1 on left, count 3 on right) 

   
Figures 7: Rebounds secured per draft pick  (count 1 on left, count 3 on right) 

   
Figures 8: Assists created per draft pick (count 1 on left, count 3 on right) 

3.5 Interpretation and Evaluation 
This step of the KDD process may involve revisiting previous steps to reinforce,  improve and 
reiterate these steps. This is the Interpretation step, while you then evaluate the overall 
result and knowledge gained from the information and from the previous steps. The area 
under the curve (AUC) was computed after visualizing the necessary models and examining 
the receiver operating characteristics curve (ROC). Using these models, it was used to 
attempt to predict the 2021 lottery picks for the NBA draft along with ESPN’s player list.  
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Although this is always quite difficult and by the time of the draft, this paper will be 
published. In the results category I will put in what my prediction for the 1-14 picks and 
what the data produced recommends in order to see person reference and computer AI 
results.  

 

4.0 Analysis 
There are three different analytical approaches attempted in this study, those being 
Regression and cohort analysis. Regression as seen in the above examples is used to 
estimate a relationship between variables. This is used to check for a correlation between 
variables in order to identify patterns and trends, which is useful for making predictions and 
forecasts. This was used to look for the correlation between players stats and their position 
in the draft. As for cohort analysis, this approach is used to break data into small groups 
rather than looking at  the whole dataset as one unit. Examples of this  would be, people 
drafted at the first overall pick or players to play in the 2020 season.  

These approaches were chosen as they are easy to use and very simple for what is needed 
from this study. Along with this, I have experience with dealing with these two analytical 
approaches. Other options looked at included the Monte Carlo and Factor analysis. Monte 
Carlo approach considers possible outcomes and calculates how likely they are to happen. 
The reason this was consider, was for the machine learning system to look at how likely a 
player drafted in the first 3 picks would be a bad player. This would instead be better used in 
the further development parts of this study. Factor analysis was the other method looked at 
but not used in this study but could be used if the study took a different route. Factor 
analysis condenses large datasets into smaller chunks with underlying construction of 
observed variables which can correlate to each other and discover hidden patterns, which 
can then be used to explore concepts which are harder to measure.  

For NBA teams, there is 3 important stats that are visible to all, but the hidden numbers are 
just as important to know just how good a pick or player will be. The draft number is the 
average of all players drafted at that pick. For instance in figure 8 below, we can see that 
picks 1 and 3 have both the highest points and net rating, while picks 11 and 12 have some 
of the lowest statistics overall in the whole figure.  

  

Figure 9: The average stats of the first half of the NBA draft.  
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This can be a correlation to players lower in the draft would have a much lower impact on 
teams than those at the top of the draft. Of course this isn’t always true, one instance of this 
is a player named “Giannis Antetokounmpo”. In Figure 9, the stats show the historic rise of 
the player, starting in 2013/14 averaging 7 points, 5 rebounds and 2 assists with a massive -
5 net rating all the way up to 30 points, 14 rebounds and 5 assists with a huge 16 net rating 
in the span of 7 years. This has allowed for the player two win back to back MVP’s (Most 
Valuable Player) awards. His rise is impressive but going back and looking at the scouting 
and analysis of this player when he was drafted, no one expected him to ever get to where 
he is at now! This shows that if a technology or an A.I. is created that can accurately predict 
a player’s worth, just how important this would be to organisations. 

 
Figure 10: The stats of Giannis Antetokounmpo, drafted at pick 15.  

 

5.0 Results 
From the results shown in previous figures, the majority of the time, the 1st overall pick of 
the NBA has the highest chance of being the best player of the draft. This also applies to the 
majority of first round picks, however like in most situations there are a few outliers which 
shine through. An example of this being that in the 2021 season, a second round pick 
became the MVP of the league for the first time ever. If we are to look at the top of the 
draft (figure 9) and compare this to figure 11 below, we can see that the top 15 picks are 
generally much better than the last 10 picks in the draft, bar an instance in 2 selections.  
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Figure 11: The average stats of the last 10 picks and undrafted players of the NBA draft.  

 

At the 57th and 60th pick there is two outliers who have overachieved their expected outputs 
for their teams. In both figures 12 & 13 below, their stats will be examined as to why this 
has occurred. Looking first at fig.12, we see that 2 players have high net rating but the main 
reason for the high statistical output are both “Manu Ginobili” and “Marcin Gortat”, both 
players who had long running and successful careers in the NBA. They may have been 
selected rather late in the draft but are both large outliers to the data available. As for 
fig.13, we look at the very last pick in the NBA draft and can easily spot the big reason for 
this outlier. “Isaiah Thomas”, who unlike everyone else at pick 60, averaged double digits in 
points and a high 4.5 assists. These two examples show that even second round picks are 
considered valuable for their own reasons. There may be a year or two where no player 
drafted in the second round goes on to do anything with their career but there is always a 
chance, they develop into excellent role players or even a league MVP.  

 

 
Figure 12: The average stats of the 57th picks career.  

 
Figure 13: The average stats of the 60th picks career. 

While looking into the lower picks, and comparing them to the best player per pick, I 
decided to check just who is the best player per draft pick and to then compare them to the 
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other players who are the best at their draft number in the first round and compare their 
score which can be seen in figure 14 below.  

 

 
Figure 14: The best player of each pick in the first round of the NBA draft. 

If you are to just look at the score, the best player in the league is “Klay Thompson” at the 
11th overall pick while Russel Westbrook is the worst of the best at the 4th overall pick. This 
shows that the score system isn’t the greatest or the best as while Klay has won NBA 
championships, he was never considered a top 10 player in the NBA throughout his career, 
while Russel Westbrook has won an MVP award and has broken several records. Another 
interesting note I discovered in this score and in my results, a lot of recognisable players are 
on this list while being also the best at their draft number of the last 25 years. Players like 
“LeBron James”, “Stephen Curry” and “Kevin Durant”. I even tested this on people who 
know nothing about basketball and these 3 players were recognised on name basis only. 
One name many reading fig.14 may be asking “Where is Kobe Bryant?” and to my surprise 
as well, his name is not on the list. The reason for this would be his score would have been 
lower than that of the player ahead of him. I decided to have a deep dive look into the 
number where Kobe was drafted at and found that he was second behind “Donovan 
Mitchell”. The reason behind this may come down to two issues with the score system, the 
first being net score being a high factor in scoring and the data is looking at a player’s entire 
career up until the data was recorded, meaning if a player suffered injuries or played less 
games towards the latter half of their career, would affect the player’s final score. The deep 
dive of the 13th overall pick with Kobe Bryant’s statistics is able to be seen in figure 15.  
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Figure 15: The number 13th overall picks deep dive.  

 

The most important part about the NBA draft and the lottery system, is getting the 1st  
overall pick in order to get the best player possible for your team. While looking at the 
players who were the 1st overall pick, we can see from the score system that roughly half of 
the picks end up with a positive score as shown in figure 16.   

 
Figure 16: The number 1 overall pick deep dive 

 

Looking at this we can see that LeBron is the best player followed by Tim Duncan and Karl-
Anthony Towns, with Karl and Tim roughly having the same statistics, however their net 
score is vastly different which causes a huge divide. I decided to look at the last 40 drafts 
and everyone who was drafted 1st overall and to see if they were the best player in their 
respective draft year. I took an image from online and decided to see who is the best player 
and the odds of them being the best player in the draft. In figure 17, we can see some 
recognisable players such as LeBron James (2003) and Shaquille O’Neil (1992). Looking at 
the figure, there is the biggest gap between 2005 and 2011 with none of the players 
becoming the best player in their respective draft class, however there are 4 players who 
were drafted first that have had very good careers.  
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Figure 17: Last 40 first round picks 2019-1989, green circle means best. [4] 

 

Next area looking at for the 1st overall pick is their odds of becoming what. For example, 
looking at figure 18, there is a 20% chance the 1st overall selection is a bust (very bad 
player), 20% of becoming an MVP, 30% chance of being the best player in the draft and a 
75% chance of being an all-star (a mid-season break that the best player gets invited to). 
This would then mean there a team drafting the first overall pick has a 20% chance of 
drafting an MVP or a 30% of drafting the best player in the draft. An important question to 
ask is “If you have the 1st overall pick, would you be able to draft the best player?” 

 
Figure 18: The number 1 overall pick percentages based off previous players [4] 
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NBA Draft lottery statistic predictions  

Pick 
number 

Points Assists Rebounds Net 
Rating 

Score max Score min 

1 12.93 6.2 8.7 1.26 34.393126 -55.560771 
2 13.12 5.2 4.4 1.09 33.399405 -39.868295 
3 12.98 0.91 4.66 1.28 29.916734 -42.669266 
4 9.47 0.85 1.97 -1.11 33.240575 -36.649720 
5 6.45 2.49 1.11 -2.76 20.345175 -51.728675 
6 9.28 1.36 3.9 -1.67 38.488002 -45.363623 
7 9.68 1.49 3.76 -3.3 24.718230 -22.636088 
8 10.58 2.06 3.58 2 25.586498 -50.876296 
9 9.42 2.1 3.12 -0.3 25.139365 -63.395647 

10 5.97 1.42 2.3 -30 22.782404 -68.443543 
11 4 1.04 1.5 -29.96 43.438639 -37.543836 
12 3.12 1.44 0.91 -41.38 31.313844 -72.162727 
13 2.08 .9 .98 -41.98 33.501333 -53.759000 
14 2.12 .076 1.3 -43.52 25.633939 -43.774061 

 

6.0 Conclusions 
The initial goal of the study was to predict the statistics of a player being selected in the first 
round of the draft 

We looked at the best NBA players based on their overall draft position and analysed why 
the outcomes were as they were. We make quite a lot of assumptions in our analysis; 
therefore the results aren't the most objective. We also ranked the players simply using a 
single metric which can be changed and updated a whole lot more for a much better 
understanding in the future. This is promising to know that from small research and limited 
data we can determine the best players, it can also be used to look at the worst players and 
if more data becomes available of players drafted fully before 1996 is available, it may give a 
clearer and more deep understanding of the best players drafted. Another thing to note is 
that the score system is a little off with certain picks having a much higher max score 
because of games played, net score and more. This can be improved in the future. In reality, 
where a player is drafted, is not solely going to decide their future or performance in the 
NBA. Other factors such as injuries, teams need and more can affect a player’s draft needs 
and expected outcomes.  

A dataset can always be greatly improved. This project's dataset can be enhanced by 
acquiring NBA statistics prior to 1996 and employing text mining techniques to increase the 
model's overall prediction performance. 
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7.0 Further Development or Research 
In the future, I'd want to  expand and to utilize a more advanced machine learning approach 
to identify players “tiers”, which has become a polarizing topic among NBA fans. Along with 
this if more time was available and more resources, I would have loved to be able to look at 
players coming out of college and their first year in the NBA and compare the difference 
between the two, to see if there is an increase/decrease in efficiency, scoring, and more 
intangibles which creates a player to go as a higher selection. If I was to pursue a masters, I 
believe this would be the kind of work that would be done to excel this type of project.  

 

The averaging system created as well was okay but there were problems towards the start 
and the end, especially with certain picks. If there was a better way of doing this, I would 
like to develop it and get an accurate measure.  
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Project Proposal 

9.1 Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to try and understand which players are the best the 
NBA draft, how a player’s stats are or their expected outcome and if the player can develop 
or turn into a superstar, a starter, bench player or a bust.  

The secondary objective of this project is to see how important a draft pick is. Who is the 
bets player per draft pick, and which is the best pick. Since most teams want the number 1 
overall pick the most, seeing who are the best and worst 1st overall pick and to see if it is 
better to have the 1st overall pick or not. 

9.2 Background 
 

https://www.kaggle.com/justinas/nba-players-data%20%20%20%2030/06/21
https://www.kaggle.com/justinas/nba-players-data%20%20%20%2030/06/21
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Since 2020 when the last dance documentary was released, I feel in love with Basketball and 
have been interested in the small aspects of the NBA such as the draft. It was only in 
September last year that I stayed up all night to watch the NBA draft 2020 and watch some 
of the best young players get drafted. It was at this time I became infatuated with the idea 
of the NBA draft, the lottery and the NBA itself.  

It wasn’t until this year that I finally decided on what team to support and what it was like 
staying up and watching a game with the fans. Its safe to say I’m addicted to watching 
basketball and when my original idea was revoked, this was the next best thing I could do, 
as it’s something I love.  

 

9.3 Data Approach 
Data will be targeted, selected, transformed and modelled to reveal knowledgeable 
patterns which will aid in the prediction and previous draft results will be analysed following 
the Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining methodology. Techniques such as data 
visualization and principal component analysis were used to explore the datasets. 
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9.4 Technical Details 
RStudio, Python 3.9.2, excel, csv files and Visual studio code . 

The computer specifications I am performing my project on are: 

• AMD Ryzen 7 2700X Eight-Core Processor 
• 16GB DDR4-2400MHz  
• 1TB Solid State Drive 

 

9.5  Evaluation 
I would evaluate all the sources to see if the data collected is valid or not and can be 
useable. I will also be evaluating the data I collected in order to create my own data and use 
my own techniques that will be unique to the way the data is collected and presented. The 
data will be turned into a graph or some version of visual data to help give evidence of how 
the data is shown.  

 

Reflective Journal October 
At the start of the project, I was working on having a backup or two ideas’, in case my 
original project was rejected I would have a fall-back option of my own choice and also be 
able to have something I was interested in. My original idea was on “power creep in 
gaming”, where I would go through its origins, games affected, games that have dealt with it 
well and how to combat power creep for the future. But seeing as how this would be a nice 
for my data analytics market, I decided on having my back up ready as “NBA draft how to 
get it right”. Considering the NBA is the biggest organised sport in America, and many 
different types of young prospects available, the data available and the possibility for a big 
organisation to use this data matric would help massively and could save or create millions 
of dollars for any given team. 

I started to work on my original submitted idea first, looking at all the material available, the 
types of power creep and what games have been affected by speaking to general 
communities of these games, pro players in both the amateur and pro leagues, and 
attempted to get contact to the developers themselves. I have prepared some work and 
organised a meeting with my supervisor in order to future discuss and move on with the 
project. Until then, I will not be able to proceed. 
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Reflective Journal November 
My project idea was approved with some questions asked as to how I would acquire the 
data proceed with the data along with what the data would be focusing on. Since there is no 
real data about this readily available, most if not all the data would have to be made from 
scratch. This will increase the difficulty but will help to improve my grade long term, I hope. 
Until I can source all the data, I will focus on more simple stuff to do, such as looking for 
data sets and the documentation and finally my other college assignments.  

 

Reflective Journal December 
For this month’s reflective journal, I started to work on attaining the data for my project in 
order to start the actual project. First, I started to attain datasets from Kaggle.com of 
already previously made datasets of what I needed (characters stats) I decided I would start 
off the comparison for all the characters for league of legends at the last patch of 2020 and 
first of 2021. This would give the most recent and best available stats for the character for 
that game. Next, I went to work on attaining the same style of stats for Overwatch a game 
plagued by power creep and finally started to get the data for hearthstone, magic and Yu-Gi-
Oh as they are card games with the same issues.  

As it came closer to the middle and the end of the month, I focused on getting the midpoint 
presentation complete and then onto other assignments that also needed to be completed. 
As of writing this I still have two assignments taking up my interest before going back to 
complete my project.  

 

Reflective Journal January 
This month’s journal focused on trying to work on and cleaning up the data, as well as 
starting to make my data set that needed to be created by myself, this dataset has a 
combination of roughly 10 games, with each character in the game, what kind of game they 
were, power creep probability from buffs and nerfs to each character, how many nerfs and 
buffs the character has gotten, how many patches have the character been in their own 
game for. This actually took up a surprisingly lot of time and made me feel a bit more 
uncomfortable when it comes to the project and time wise. 

I will now look for February to start focusing on the data and decide if this project can be 
completed in the remaining time available considering I will have to also learn R and Python 
for the project.  
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Reflective Journal February 
As of late February and discussions with my supervisor, I have been advised to procced with 
my secondary option as we have agreed the work necessary, and the workload would be 
too much to handle in the end. While this is unfortunate considering there was been 
roughly 3 months work put into the topic, I have started from scratch with a new topic “The 
NBA Draft”. I hope this will be the final chance I change my subject. 

 

Reflective Journal March 
With the subject change and focus now being put solely on acquiring the data and getting as 
close to as possible to where I was before changing subject. I feel my level of stress rising 
each time I sit down at my computer working on the project in such a short time frame left 
while having more assignments left to do for other subjects. From the 22nd I have started to 
work on these assignments as to not fall behind compared to others in my course.  

 

Reflective Journal April 
I have decided with the help of my supervisor to apply for an extension/ deferral for my final 
year project in order to get the project done and dusted with time left. This also helps as I 
have 4 assignments left to finish in both a group setting and as an individual, this now gives 
me the time and chance to work solely on these projects and then pick up from where I left 
off on this assignment. I have been working on the data and have currently started to learn 
Python as well in order to better understand and get better results. Next, I will be cleaning 
the data when I pick back up.  

 

Reflective Journal May 
Not much work was done this month in terms of project work, mostly using this time to 
recover from covid, stress and other mental health issues I have had during this troubling 
time. I have acquired all the data, cleaned it and have begun to get graphs and visualise the 
data, with an emphasis on doing so in Python and RStudio.  

 

Reflective Journal June  
This month I started to work on the document, writing it out and adding in the images as to 
allow for a better path to go in terms of what was needed and expected from the data. I had 
to change some of the original work to better get the data’s final work into the project’s 
idea. At the time of writing this, I am currently on section 5 (results) and will be working on 
finishing this section by the first week in July, having a road map of completion created.  
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Reflective Journal July 
The final month, this month was used to look over the work, finalise the data and with time 
remaining add more work to better my grade. I created a system that gives a score to every 
player in the dataset to see who are the best players per draft pick and what their statistics 
tell. Another system created with the help of a friend was a prediction system that worked 
great in most instances but not in all, I worked on this system alone for 5 days but couldn’t 
figure out a way to get the best results. Next, I finished the document completely and will be 
uploading everything on Sunday the 1st of August, a day before deferral submission date. I’m 
glad to finally have this done and dusted.  
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